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In the year 1848, in New York, Edgar Allan Poe read and published his 
prose poem titled Eureka, and the next year he died. Just three months 
before his death, Poe wrote to his step-mother, Maria Clemm: 
The very instant you get this, come to me. The joy of seeing you 
will almost compensate for our sorrows. We can but die together. 
It is no use to reason with me now; I must die. I have no desire to 
live since I have done “Eureka.” I could accomplish nothing more. 
You have been all in all to me, darling, ever beloved mother, and 
dearest truest friend. . . .1
Poe actually staked his life in writing Eureka. Then why had he to do 
this? 
On the purpose of Eureka, Poe said: 
I design to speak of the Physical, Metaphysical and Mathematical 
─of the material and Spiritual Universe:─of its essence, its Origin, 
its Creation, its Present Condition and its Destiny.  I shall be so 
rash, moreover, as to challenge the conclusions, and thus, in 
effect, to question the sagacity, of many of the greatest and most 
justly reverenced of men.2 
What Poe intended to propose in this poem was the idea of the 
universe in which the physical, material and the metaphysical, spiritual 
elements are united in one in its individuality and inﬁnity. And Poe was 
rash to do so, as he thought his idea should challenge and question the 
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established ideas of the greatest of men.
In the beginning, therefore, Poe announces what he calls ‘the 
ruling idea’:
My general proposition, then, is this:─In the Original Unity of the 
First Thing lies the Secondary Cause of All Things, with the Germ of 
their Inevitable Annihilation.3 
At the age of Poe, what was considered as the most ﬁrmly established 
idea of the universe was that of Newtonian physics which had been 
developed by the application of differential equations during the 
18th century. Based on this development, in 1814, French physicist, 
mathematician and astronomer, Pierre-Simon de Laplace stated his 
causally deterministic world view called Laplace’s demon. 
We may regard the present state of the universe as the effect of 
its past and the cause of its future. An intellect which at a certain 
moment would know all forces that set nature in motion, and all 
positions of all items of which nature is composed, if this intellect 
were also vast enough to submit these data to analysis, it would 
embrace in a single formula the movements of the greatest bodies 
of the universe and those of the tiniest atom; for such an intellect 
nothing would be uncertain and the future just like the past would 
be present before its eyes.4
This statement of Laplace’s, however, is based on a supposition that 
could never be proved logically, that is, the supposition that the 
intellect Laplace proposes should have the absolute standard for 
measuring the universe of inﬁnite time and space. And the validity 
of this standard could never be proved if this intellect stayed inside 
the inﬁnite universe. Therefore, this intellect should stand outside the 
inﬁnite universe, which is logically impossible. 
Laplace’s demon, therefore, was a statement of a paradox, that 
is, the paradox of inﬁnity. Then, what Poe should do at that moment 
should have been to propose the idea of the whole universe while 
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tackling the paradox of inﬁnity. 
I   The Dissolution of the Medieval Cosmos and the Emergence 
of the Problem of Inﬁnity 
The emergence of the problem of inﬁnity which modern Western 
thinkers should have tackled was essentially related to the dissolution 
of the medieval cosmos, The world picture of the medieval cosmos 
was that of a hierarchically ordered whole which was in essence the 
expression of the hierarchically ordered medieval social system and 
value system. 
In the medieval cosmos, each position in the system has its own 
meaning in the whole system. Each being in this system realizes 
its essence in its own position in the system. The medieval cosmos, 
therefore, was a qualitatively and ontologically differentiated whole. 
Then we can understand that it is the penetration into this system, of 
the quantitative value standard of monetary economy from its outside 
as the more universal value standard, that caused the dissolution of 
this cosmos.
The dissolution of the medieval cosmos necessarily brought about 
an image of the universe as a homogeneous, and therefore, inﬁnite 
expanse of space in which each being exists as a singularly individual 
thing, and in which time ﬂows equably from the inﬁnite past to the 
inﬁnite future.
It is the appearance of Ockham’s thought that what really exist in 
the world are separated individual things and that the universals are 
mere signs of ideas in the mind, that tells the dissolution of the cosmos. 
Ockham separated faith and reason, and asserted that God and eternal 
spiritual beings exist only as the objects of faith, and that reason works 
merely as a logic which establishes the necessary relations between 
signs. Ockham also denied the reality of the teleological sequence 
of time in which ideas are realized as the forms of individual things, 
saying that the chain of causes and effects can be traced inﬁnitely. In 
Ockham’s system there is no room for a hierarchically ordered system, 
and there appears the world of inﬁnite, homogeneous space in which 
individual things exist independently from each other like atoms, and 
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time ﬂows equably from the inﬁnite past to the inﬁnite future. 
Then, the dissolution of the medieval cosmos necessarily brought 
about an unprecedented relation between man and the universe. Each 
person now face the world of an inﬁnite, homogeneous expanse of 
space and an inﬁnite, equable ﬂow of time, as an individual, with faith 
and reason as separated faculties of the mind, the ground of the validity 
of both of which he must ﬁnd in his own thinking. An individual, as an 
individual with his own internal world of thinking, confronts the whole 
world, viewing it as if from its outside. An individual’s relationship with 
the world comes to be Martin Buber’s I-It relationship, and therefore, 
subject and object are deﬁnitely separated, and paradoxically the 
scope of the world comes to coincide with that of an individual’s self-
consciousness. 
II   Modern Philosophical Thinking and Inﬁnity 
Francis Bacon, when confronting the inﬁnite, homogeneous world, 
started his thinking in doubting the validity of then existing knowledge 
which was largely based on the medieval view of the world as an 
hierarchically ordered whole. He, therefore, developed his own method 
of induction which was a method of classiﬁcation based not on the 
medieval world view but on the anatomical observation of the things 
in the world based on the atomistic world view. Since the universe is 
inﬁnite to him, Bacon considered the nature of the knowledge acquired 
through this method as hypothetical, and, because of this nature, he 
believed in the step by step progress of human knowledge. 
Descartes started his thinking in seeking the standard of truth for 
the knowledge of the inﬁnite world in the certainty of mathematics. For 
this, he developed analytical geometry instead of Euclidean geometry 
through which mind can set up a system of coordinates at a certain 
point in the inﬁnite extension of the universe as the absolute standard 
of truth. To Descartes, all that happens in the universe are the motions 
of bodies which ﬁll the universe as its substance. If mind, the other 
substance, can express those motions geometrically according to this 
standard, it can know the truth of the inﬁnite universe. In Descartes’ 
system, mind exists only as thinking which has no extension. Therefore, 
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if mind thinks of the inﬁnite universe, in its thinking activity mind can 
exist as if standing outside the inﬁnite extension of the universe. 
To Spinoza (1632-1677), thinking activities of mind should be 
done inside the universe, if the universe is inﬁnite and one. And if the 
universe is inﬁnite, mind, he thought, cannot depend on observation, 
and it should, therefore, depend on the metaphysical speculation on 
inﬁnity. In this speculation, he introduced the idea of oneness which he 
deduced from the idea of inﬁnity itself, that if the universe is inﬁnite, 
it must be one, and must have no outside. He thought that there is 
only one substance which constitutes the entire universe. This one 
substance he called God, or Nature. Then, what Descartes thought of 
as two substances, mind and body, are considered only two attributes 
of God, extension and thought, which appear as various particular 
modes. And because the universe is inﬁnite and one, it is self-caused 
and self-determined, without any effects from its outside. All the 
bodies in the universe are under a chain of causes, and any particular 
mode of existence of a body is caused by something else, and this 
something else is caused by another something else, and so on. And 
the same thing can be said about mind. The chain of causes in the 
inﬁnite universe is inﬁnite, and God exists not as the ﬁrst cause of it 
as the Creator, but only as an underlying substance of it. To Spinoza, 
body and mind are independent each other, but as they are only two 
aspects of the one substance of the inﬁnite universe, they corresponds 
each other. If we know the cause of our present state of mind and body, 
and know the laws of nature, or the universe as God, i.e., the chain of 
cause and effect, we can restrain our emotional reactions against the 
world, and live according to the universal laws, that is, in one with the 
universe. 
In 1584, Giordano Bruno (1548-1600), an Italian Dominican monk, 
while staying in Oxford, wrote three books, one of which is titled On 
the Inﬁnite, the Universe and the Worlds. In this, as the title suggests, he 
separated the world and the inﬁnite universe through his metaphysical 
thinking on inﬁnity. Like Spinoza, but in the different context of thought, 
i. e., that of astrology in which mind was thought to work inside body 
as a force, Bruno depended on the idea of oneness, saying:
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. . . all is one: the heavens, the immensity of space, its womb, 
the containing universe, the ethereal regions through which all 
things travel as they move. Therein are innumerable stars, more 
stars, globes, suns and earths perceptible to the sight, apparent 
to reason and inference. The immense universe is inﬁnite and is 
composed of this space and compounded of these bodies.5  
This is the ultimate statement of universe as one and inﬁnite. The 
inﬁnite universe contains in it innumerable worlds like our solar 
system, and it is one, which means that this universe has no center 
or circumference, and therefore, no outside. Then all that happens in 
this universe has its direct internal cause and principle. This principle 
which remains in effect, he called the soul of the universe which is its 
internal force. Nothing can transcend this universe, and therefore, no 
one can explain this universe from its outside. Bruno introduced the 
idea of a monad as the ultimate unit of the universe which constitutes 
the whole universe in harmony, while expressing the whole universe 
in each. 
Like Bruno, a hundred years later, Leibnitz thought that the whole 
universe consists of units which he called monads, or force-atoms, 
whose attribute he considered force. By this force, each monad can 
express the whole universe though the universe is inﬁnite. Concerning 
why an inﬁnitesimally small monad can express the inﬁnite universe, 
Leibnitz thought it is because a monad, though inﬁnitesimal, is inﬁnite 
in itself, and its force is inﬁnite. To this problem, Leibnitz seems to 
have applied a system of differential calculus of his own construction 
in which an inﬁnitesimally small point can express an entire line or 
diagram. Since a monad is one and indivisible, it can express and 
contain within itself the entire universe, and since it has no outside 
or windows, all that happens in a monad is contained in it from the 
beginning. Then Leibnitz must depend on God, the Creator, who, 
he thought, created monads so that they work together in harmony. 
What happens in one monad does not affect another monad directly. 
It, however, is expressed in all other monads, and the whole universe 
changes like an organism. 
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During the eighteenth century, the Newtonian worldview 
prevailed as I said already. It seemed to be able to explain all that 
happens in the whole universe, based on Newton’s deﬁnition of absolute 
time and space. According to this deﬁnition, absolute time is the time 
which ﬂows equably from the inﬁnite past to the inﬁnite future, and 
absolute space is the space which is an inﬁnite, homogeneous expanse. 
Since, however, no one can have the absolute measure to tell they are 
absolute if one is inside this inﬁnite universe, one must stand outside 
it in imagination for this worldview to be valid. Then what Kant tries 
to explicate in his criticism of reason is that Newton’s idea of absolute 
time and space is based on imagination and not on the absolute reality 
of the universe on which no one can tell absolutely. Laplace’s Demon, 
then, is the expression of this impossibility coming from the paradox 
of inﬁnity. 
Conclusion
Now we come to Poe’s Eureka after much speculation upon inﬁnity. 
Poe, himself after much speculation upon the paradoxical nature of 
inﬁnity, limits the scope of his consideration within the reach of light, 
i.e., the universe of stars, and then in the conclusion of Eureka, says: 
There was an epoch in the Night of Time, when a still-existent 
Being existed─one of an absolutely inﬁnite number of similar 
Beings that people the absolutely inﬁnite domains of the absolutely 
inﬁnite space.6  
Here, like Leibnitz, Poe considers our universe, that is, the universe 
of stars, as “a still-existent Being”, that is, as a monad. Therefore, 
the inﬁnite universe, that is, “the absolutely inﬁnite domains of the 
absolutely inﬁnite space”, is composed of an absolutely inﬁnite number 
of monads. Then: 
It was not and is not in the power of this Being─any more than it is 
in your own─to extend by actual increase, the joy of his Existence; 
but just as it is in your power to expand or concentrate your 
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pleasures (the absolute amount of happiness remaining always 
the same) so did and does a similar capability appertain to this 
Divine Being, who thus passes his Eternity in perpetual variation 
of Concentrated Self and almost Inﬁnite Self-Diffusion. What you 
call The Universe is but his present expansive existence.7  
Here Poe considers the essence of a monad of “this Divine Being” as 
the existence in itself, and the essence of the existence in itself he 
considers as the same as that of light and that of happiness. This 
monad, therefore, with its eternal force, expresses itself as the inﬁnite 
diffusion and concentration of the same total amount of happiness in 
“an inﬁnity of imperfect pleasures” 8 of innumerable monads of lesser 
degrees he calls creatures from animals to lifeless matter. And then:
These creatures are all, too, more or less conscious Intelligence; 
conscious, ﬁrst, of a proper identity; conscious, secondly and by 
faint indeterminate glimpses, of an identity with the Divine Being 
of whom we speak─of an identity with God. Of the two classes 
of consciousness, fancy that the former will grow weaker, the 
latter stronger, during the long succession of ages which must 
elapse before these myriads of individual Intelligences become 
blended─when the bright stars become blended─into one.9  
In the Universe of the monad of the Divine Being, each individual 
monad, however imperfect, as an individual, expresses, by its force 
of eternity derived from the Divine Being, the happiness of its own 
existence of just existing unaffected by anything from its outside, 
in degrees, as its growing consciousness of identity with the Divine 
Being. And as the universe of this Divine Being is “one of an absolutely 
inﬁnite number of similar Beings that people the absolutely inﬁnite 
domains of the absolutely inﬁnite space”, we can say, by analogy, that 
a monad of each of us, if it is conscious of the pleasure of being just 
existing, or being just living, can express this pleasure individually, 
both in its dispersion and contraction, as its own perpetual tendency 
towards the unity with the absolutely inﬁnite universe . 
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This is the ultimate expression of where romantic imagination 
as the means of mediation between the individual and the universal 
can reach in the inﬁnite universe without its outside, which was also 
realized, in various other ways of expression, in Turner’s and Monet’s 
pictures, in Martin Heidegger’s philosophy of existence, and in A. 
Friedman’s idea of the universe as an expansive and contractive whole 
in the 20th century physics. 
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